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BB Guns and Urethras: The Tragic Story of Agent S

Training Report #: 6-22-DCFC-19

Subject: Agent S (Codename Noun ) BB Accident

Location: [REDACTED]

Trainer: Agent N.

On [REDACTED] a Event was taking place on location [REDACTED]. The subject of the

Event was the correct use of BB guns.

However, by unknown reasons Agent S ended up Adverb injured and with a BB pellet located inside of

his Urethra.

After the Noun was taken to the E.R Ward in [REDACTED] Agent N, the trainer, was questioned on

her participation on this event, or more Adverb , her lack of supervision during this event.

Verb Present ends in ING to Agent N, she had had several training sessions with Agent S before, so when she

explained the basics she took the rest of the lesson to have a quick nap, because, according to her, "She still

needed her beauty Noun ".

This



kind of Noun is not tolerated withing The Organization, so until further notice Agent N has been

suspended from active service.

Her new assignment -which is also her punishment- is to take care of Agent S recuperation both Adverb

and Adverb as his old organ was too damaged as a result of the BB pellet. A new prosthetic "organ" 

created by [REDACTED] and made according to Agent S requests has been made and will be attached to Agent

S as soon as it arrives to location [REDACTED].

As of the date of this report, Agent N is still Adjective -even if she insists she isn't- and she won't take

part of any Noun Noun Plural until Agent B or anyone further up in The Organization gives her

clearance to do so.

No more words are to be said after this event.

Report filed on date [REDACTED]

Created by Noun  [REDACTED]
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